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424 Wanting to Brag 

Song Xiao Jun watched as his mother left with her Auntie Li before he turned around. Seeing that Zhang 

Yi Hai was looking at him with a smile on his face gave him shivers. 

His first instinct was to run away. However, Song Xiao Jun was too scared to make a move. 

“Xiao Jun, let’s go.” 

“That, Brother Yi Hai, why don’t you go ahead?” Song Xiao Jun spoke. “I can go back on my own.” 

“What are you talking about? I already told our mothers that I will send you back to your campus,” 

Zhang Yi Hai said. “Come on. Xiao Jun, come with me.” 

Song Xiao Jun hesitated before he followed Zhang Yi Hai closely. Seeing that Zhang Yi Hai was not about 

to bring up that scene made him feel at ease. Song Xiao Jun planned to pretend as if he did not 

understand anything. 

The three of them walked over to the parking spot together. Tacitly, Song Xiao Jun slid into the back 

passenger’s seat, leaving Fang Su Jin no choice but to ride shotgun. 

Zhang Yi Hai watched this scene with a satisfied smile. 

The vehicle left the scene and Zhang Yi Hai drove to Song Xiao Jun’s campus. Although they were both 

studying in Capital City, they were both studying in different universities. 

..... 

Song Xiao Jun did not want to follow in his parent’s footsteps to study IT. Instead, he decided to follow 

in his grandfather’s footsteps, wanting to enter politics. 

The atmosphere in the vehicle was quiet. 

After driving for almost twenty minutes, Zhang Yi Hai pulled the vehicle over in front of Song Xiao Jun’s 

campus entrance. 

Song Xiao Jun heaved in relief, knowing that he would be safe. He looked at Zhang Yi Hai and spoke, 

“Brother Yi Hai, Sister Fang, thank you for the lift.” 

He did not wait for Zhang Yi Hai to reply. Song Xiao Jun alighted from the car and closed the door behind 

him. However, before he could take a step, Song Xiao Jun heard the door slam behind him. He turned 

around slowly and saw that Zhang Yi Hai had alighted as well. 

“Brother Yi Hai, what’s wrong?” Song Xiao Jun swallowed to hide the raising panic in his heart. 

He had already planned to pretend he know nothing. Why was Zhang Yi Hai still pursuing him? 

“Xiao Jun, I have something to tell you.” 

“Brother Yi Hai, what is it?” 



Zhang Yi Hai glanced at the car where Fang Su Jin was still waiting for him. From the distance, Zhang Yi 

Hai could see that Fang Su Jin was watching them. 

He looked at Song Xiao Jun again and spoke, “Fang Su Jin and I are dating.” 

Song Xiao Jun inhaled a deep breath as he wondered just why would Zhang Yi Hai mention this matter to 

him. 

He wanted to live. But with this sort of information he got, was he going to end up killed? 

All sorts of scenarios played in Song Xiao Jun’s mind. But perhaps, this was the result of accompanying 

his mother to watch horror movies too much. 

“In fact, you are the first person who knows about this,” Zhang Yi Hai continued. His eyes narrowed as 

he continued to watch the boy’s reaction. “My parents still did not know about this.” 

Song Xiao Jun took a few deep breaths to compose himself. He really could not understand why was 

Zhang Yi Hai telling her all this. “Brother Yi Hai. Don’t worry. I won’t mention this matter to anyone. I 

have the memory of a goldfish.” 

Zhang Yi Hai flashed another smile. This time, the smile on his face was not as scary as previously. He 

stretched his hand and patted Song Xiao Jun on his shoulder. “It’s good that you understand.” 

Song Xiao Jin blinked, pretending that he did not know anything. “Understand what?” 

“Alright. I have to go now,” Zhang Yi Hai spoke. “Xiao Jun, let’s hang out again when you are free next 

time.” 

The two of them exchanged brief words before Zhang Yi Hai turned around to leave. 

When the car drove away, Song Xiao Jun finally heaved in relief. He looked up at the sky and thought 

that his luck was really bad. Otherwise, how did he encounter such a scene? 

Meanwhile, Fang Su Jin was looking at Zhang Yi Hai anxiously. 

After he slid into the car and drive away, Zhang Yi Hai did not say a word. 

Fang Su Jin was worried that Song Xiao Jun was going to tell others about the scene that he had 

witnessed just now and this was making her anxious. 

“Yi Hai, what happened?” After a long time, Fang Su Jin could no longer hold back her curiosity and 

asked. “What did the two of you talk about? Did you explain the situation?” 

Zhang Yi Hai glanced at his girlfriend and nodded. “Don’t worry. I already talked to Xiao Jun and 

explained that it was a misunderstanding.” 

“What did you say to him?” 

“I told him that you were feeling uncomfortable and I was passing you some medicine.” 

“And he believed that?” 

“Of course.” Zhang Yi Hai nodded. “Xiao Jun trust me.” 



Fang Su Jin continued to observe Zhang Yi Hai’s face for a while. Then, she finally heaved in relief. The 

poker look on Zhang Yi Hai’s face was too convincing that Fang Su Jin decided to believe in his words. 

A faint smile turned up on his lips as Zhang Yi Hai saw that Fang Su Jin was no longer asking about this 

matter. 

However, the smile quickly faded when he thought of his conversation with Song Xiao Jun. 

He did not make up a lie but instead, decided to tell Song Xiao Jun the truth. 

If Fang Su Jin found out that he was lying, would she be upset? 

However, Zhang Yi Hai had his reason for telling Song Xiao Jun the truth. After knowing that boy for a 

long time, Zhang Yi Hai knew that Song Xiao Jun was someone that he could trust with his secret. 

Fang Su Jin seemed determined to keep their relationship a secret until they graduated. However, Zhang 

Yi Hai just wanted to let someone know that he had a pretty girlfriend named Fang Su Jin. 

Because of that, Zhang Yi Hai decided to tell Song Xiao Jun the truth. 

He realized that he was being childish for wanting to brag about it. But as long as there was one person 

who knows about it, Zhang Yi Hai would be satisfied. 

 


